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Introduction 1

Abstract

We derive new bounds on covering numbers for hypothesis classes generated by convex combinations of basis functions. These are useful in bounding the generalization performance of algorithms such as RBF-networks,
boosting and a new class of linear programming machines similar to SV
machines. We show that p-convex combinations with p > 1 lead to diverging bounds, whereas for p = 1 good bounds in terms of entropy numbers
can be obtained. In the case of kernel expansions, signi cantly better
bounds can be obtained depending on the eigenvalues of the corresponding integral operators.

1 Introduction
It has been shown [13] that good bounds on the generalization error can be
obtained in the case of Support Vector (SV) Machines. These carry out regularization in feature space by restricting the weight vector w to lie inside some
ball of radius Rw in feature space. Recently new methods have been proposed
[3, 11] to compute SV like expansions using linear programming algorithms.
The method is to
X̀
(1)
estimate f (x) =
i k(xi ; x) + b
i=1

such that f minimizes a risk functional of the type

Rreg [f ] = Remp [f ] + C

X̀

i=1

j ij

(2)

where Remp[f ] denotes the empirical error (or risk) or some upper bound thereof.
Naively, one could try to use bounds for SV machines [10] for model selection
purposes in this case, but this would be very wasteful since the shape of the
hypothesis class is completely di erent (we are dealing with scaled convex combinations of base hypotheses represented by the kernels k(xi ; x)). Furthermore,
the kernels may not even satisfy Mercer's condition, in which case the standard
reasoning fails completely. Nevertheless, this new class of algorithms has been
reported to yield competitive generalization performance which creates the need
for an explanation of this e ect and for some new model selection rules.
The plan of this paper is as follows. First we will present some basic tools
necessary for bounding generalization performance. Secondly we will derive
bounds for the case that only some general smoothness constraints on the functions are known. Finally we show what additional advantage can be obtained
from kernel expansions by exploiting the properties of speci c kernels. Note
that the bounds we give will apply, unlike [10], both to regression and pattern
recognition. This is due to a novel approach introduced in [13] which makes it
possible to bypass the VC dimension reasoning and directly compute covering
numbers of hypothesis classes.
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2 Basic Tools
The rst ingredient is a bound on the generalization error in terms of the entropy
number n or its functional inverse, the covering number N() of a model class.
The covering number N(; X; d) of a set X equipped with a metric d(x; y)
is de ned as the minimum number of elements xi of X such that the minimum distance between arbitrary x 2 X and these elements is less equal
, i.e. mini d(x; xi )  . The entropy number of X (w.r.t. d) is n(X ) =
n(X; d) = inf f > 0: N(; X; d)  ng. Consequently N(; F; `m1) denotes
the {covering number of the model class F w.r.t. the `m1 metric. We set
Nm(; F) := supx1 ;:::;xm N(; F; `m
1).
A typical uniform convergence result takes the general form

P m fR ? Remp > g  c1 (m)N(; F; `m1)e?

m=c2 :

(3)

Here m denotes the number of samples, Remp the empirical and R the expected
risk. The constants c2 , and c1 (m) depend on the setting. For instance in the
case of realizable models [1] we have c1 (m) = 12m; = 2; c2 = 36. For more
details see [13]. These bounds are typically used by setting the right hand side
equal to  and solving for m = m(; ). This is called the sample complexity.
The key contribution in the present paper involves the direct computation of
Nm(; F) in a manner that does not involve a combinatorial dimension (such
as the VC- or the fat-shattering dimension). This should be contrasted with
[7, 2]. We omit discussion of how to take account of the loss functions in terms
of which the risk R is being measured; for details see [13].
We need bounds on entropy numbers of convex hulls in terms of the entropy
numbers of the base model class. These are used to demonstrate the di erence
in scaling between general statements on convex combinations and the improvement that can be obtained by explicitly exploiting the kernel map. We can use
a special case of [5, Proposition 4.4] to obtain
Proposition 1 (Entropy numbers for convex hulls) For all Banach1 spaces
X and all precompact subsets A  X satisfying the bound n(A)  cn? d with
c; d > 0 there exists a constant (d) such that for the convex hull of A ( co(A))
the following inequality holds

2n (co(A))  c(d)n? d1 :

(4)

The following is standard.

Proposition 2 (Entropy numbers of compact sets) Given a d{dimensional
Banach space X and a compact set C there exists a constant c(C; X ) > 0 such
that the entropy number is bounded as follows.

n (C )  c(C; X ) vol(C )n? d1

(5)

The constants depend on the geometrical properties of the space, e.g. whether
C is a box or a ball.
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If S : E ! F is a linear operator mapping between two Banach spaces, then
n(S ) (the entropy number of S ) is the entropy number of the image of the
unit ball in E as measured in the metric induced by F . Now we can state
an extended version of Maurey's theorem (due to Carl) applicable to Banach
spaces.
Proposition 3 (Maurey-Carl [4]) Let n 2 N , X a Banach space of type p
with Rademacher type constant p (X ), and let S : X ! `n1 be a linear operator.
Then there exists a constant c such that:

2n (S )  cp (X )kS k



n?1 log 1 + m




n

?1+ p1

(6)

The rate in n is optimal. Note that the Rademacher type constant p of Banach
spaces is 2 in the case of Hilbert spaces and Lq (Rd ) spaces with q  2. Finally
one needs a method of combining these bounds, e.g. when mapping sets whose
entropy numbers are bounded into another space with operators that might
restrict the model class even more. From [6] we get the following proposition.

Proposition 4 (Entropy numbers for concatenations of operators)
Suppose X, Y, Z are Banach spaces and A : X ! Y , B : Y ! Z are linear
operators. Then the entropy numbers of AB : X ! Z satisfy
n(AB )  n1 (A)n2 (B ) with n1n2 2 N and n1 n2  n
(7)

3 Bounds for Convex Combinations
Now we are able to combine the above statements. The statement will be
formulated in terms of the Lipschitz constant1 cL (k; C ) of a class of kernels

cL (k; C ) := inf fcL jd(k(x1 ; y); k(x2 ; y))  cLd(x1 ; x2 ) for all x1 ; x2 2 C; y 2 X g

(8)
Here d(; ) represents the metric on the index set C and the image of k respectively. All commonly used translation invariant SV kernels (e.g. k(x; y) =
exp(?kx ? yk2 )) satisfy this property. This leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 5 (Entropy numbers in L1 spaces) Let X be a d-dimensional
Banach space, C  X a compact index set, k(; ) a kernel function de ned on
C  X with nite cL (k; C ) and k(x; y)  1 for all x 2 C , y 2 X . Let
(

F :=

f: X ! R f =

X

i

i k(xi ; ) with

X

i

)

j ij  1 :

(9)

Then there exists a positive constant c(C; d; X ) > 0 such that

2n (F; L1)  c(C; d; X )cL (k; C )n? d1 :
1A

(10)

more general formulation in terms of the modulus of continuity !(k; ; C ) is straightforward but has been omitted for the sake of simplicity.
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Proof The rst step is to compute an upper bound on n(K) = n(K; L1 )
where

K := fk(x; )jx 2 C g

(11)
in terms of the entropy numbers of C . By de nition we have kk(xi ; ) ?
k(xj ; )kL1  cL(k; C )d(xi ; xj ) for xi; xj 2 C and therefore

n (K)  cL(k; C )n (C ):

(12)

As we are interested in the absolute convex combination, i.e. F = co(K [ ?K)
one has to take into account that the set of base hypotheses is twice as large as
K. From proposition 2 we can obtain a bound on n (C ) to obtain

2n (K [ ?K)  cL (k; C )c(C; X ) vol(C )n? d1

(13)

Now apply proposition 1 to obtain

2n (co(K [ ?K))  (d)2 1d c(C; X ) vol(C )cL (k; C )n? d1 :

(14)

Collecting the constants into c(C; d; X ) gives the desired result.
Next we can bound n on an arbitrary m-sample xm := fx1 ; : : : xm g  X , in
the `m1 metric for F, i.e. F scaled by the constant . For this purpose we
introduce the evaluation operator Sxm as

Sxm : L1(X ) ! `m1

Sxm f = (f (x1 ); : : : ; f (xm))

(15)

The rst thing to note is that Sxm is linear and has norm 1 due to the L1 norm.
Hence we can apply prop. 4 and 3 to bound n (Sxm K) by n1 (Sxm )n2 (K)
with n1 n2  n.
Proposition 6 The entropy number of the hypothesis class K evaluated at m
arbitrary points fx1 ; : : : ; xm g  X in the `m
1 metric is bounded by

n (Sxm (K))  ~c(C; d; X )cL (k; C )n ;n 2Ninf;n n n
1 2

1 2





n?1 1 log 1 +

m
n1



? 21 ? 1
n d
2

(16)

1 1
for some constant c~(C; d; X ) > 1. Hence the rate in n is of order O(n? 2 ? d )

as can be checked by carrying out the inf .

Since xm was arbitrary, we can thus bound Nm(; F). Although it is certainly
not explicitly obvious here, it turns out that the bounds obtained here are
tighter than those in [7, 2] derived using the fat-shattering dimension, a version of Maurey's theorem and the generalization of the Sauer-Shelah-VapnikChervonenkis lemma in [1]. As we will show subsequently, one can do much
better by exploiting properties of kernels in a more explicit way.
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4 A Remark on Traditional Weight Decay
One might conjecture that a similar result could be established for p{convex
combinations with p > 1, i.e.
(

Fp :=

f f=

X

i

i k(xi ; ) with

X

i

j

i

jp  1

)

(17)

Training large neural networks with weight decay (p = 2) is such a case. However, under the assumption of an in nite number of basis functions this conjecture is false. It is sucient to show that Fp is unbounded in L1. Consider an
in nite index set I  C for which, for some other set M of nonzero measure
and some constant  > 0

k(xi ; x)   for all xi 2 I; x 2 M:

(18)

An example is kP
(x; y) = e(?(x?y)2 ) .PAny compact sets I; M satisfy (18). Obviously f P
(x) := j j k(xi ; x)   j j for j  0; xi 2 I; x 2 M . Now let
fn() := nj=1 n?1=p k(xi; ). By construction the `np norm of the coecients
equals 1, however fn(x)  n1?1=p for all x 2 M . Thus limn!1 kfn kL1 = 1
and therefore Fp contains unbounded elements for p > 1, which leads to innitely large covering numbers for Fp. Hence Fp with p > 1 is not a suitable
choice as a hypothesis class (in the absence of further regularization).
This leads to the question why, despite the previous reasoning, weight decay has been found to work in practice. One reason is that in standard neural
networks setttings the number of basis functions is limited (either by construction, via some penalty term, etc.), thus the above described situation might not
occur.
Secondly, e.g. in rbf{networks, a clustering step for nding the centers is
inserted before training the nal weights. This means that the basis functions
are suciently di erent from each other | observe that the similarity of some
basis functions was explicitly exploited in the counterexample above.
Finally, also by the distance of the basis functions, penalization with a diagonal matrix is not too di erent from penalization via a kernel matrix (provided
the widths of the basis functions is equal, and not signi cantly larger than the
distance between the centers) | the main diagonal elements will be 1 and the
o diagonal elements rather small, thus an approximation by the unit matrix
is not too unrealistic.
There exists, however, a case where this reasoning might go wrong in practice. Assume one wants to modify a boosting algorithm in such a way that
instead of convex combinations one would like to have p{convex combinations
with p > 1. After iterating a suciently long time the situation described
above might occur as the number of basis functions (i.e. weak learners) keeps
on increasing with the iterations.
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5 The Kernel Advantage
To get better bounds one has to take a completely di erent view of the kernels.
The strategy is to view the hypothesis class as contained in the image of a linear
operator (as in the SV case), however with possibly di erent constraints. It will
become clear that the statements about the image of the data in feature space
can be kept. The weight vector instead is not constrained any more to a ball
of some xed radius  but to a convex set, identical in shape to the images of
the data, i.e. a box with rapidly decaying sidelengths.
In addition to the previous assumptions require that k is symmetric, bounded,
and that the kernel expansion consists only of functions with k(xi ; ) where
xi 2 X. If one requires that the training data be constrained to some compact
set C  X one can nd an expansion of k in terms of its eigenfunctions by

k(x; y) =

X

i

i i(x)i (y)

(19)

similar to the expansion in terms of eigenfunctions as stated in Mercer's theorem
(cf. [8]) | the assumption of positive symmetric kernel is losened to a solely
symmetric kernel (and corresponding integral operator). Thus positivity of
the eigenvalues cannot be ensured. However the restrictions on i (x) such as
boundedness of i and orthogonality still apply. Without loss of generality,
assume that the coecients i have been ordered in decreasing order of their
absolute value.
Positivity of the kernel was a central condition in the SV approach [13]
but irrelevant in the Linear Programming setting. The only thing one cannot
assume in the general case any more is that the bilinear form has positive
signature. But this is not a major restriction as this e ect could be taken care
of by a rede nition of the weight vector. The advantage is, that nearly any
symmetric function k(x; y) can be brought into this form. For instance Bq {
splines of even order which do not satisfy Mercer's condition can be employed
in linear programming type learning algorithms.
In any case functions f 2 F can be viewed as dot products in feature space
by transforming
X̀

f (x) =

i=1

i k(xi ; x) =

X̀

i=1

i

X

j

j j (xi )j (x) = hw; (x)i:

(20)

Here w and (x) are de ned as follows (for SV kernels this de nition coincides
with the standard form derived from Mercer's theorem, cf. [13]):
(x) :=

w :=

p

p

j1 j1 (x); j2 j2(x); : : :

p

j1 j sign(1 )

X̀

i=1



i 1 (xi );

p

(21)

j2 j sign(2 )

X̀

i=1

!

i 2 (xi ); : : :

(22)

Moreover we can reuse the reasonings of [13] to infer that that (C ) [ ?(C )
is contained in some hyperellipsoid E in feature space. The exact shape of
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w

w
Phi(x)

Phi(x)

Figure 1 Left: In the SV case the weight vector w is contained in a ball of

some (given) radius and the data lies inside some hyperellipsoid. Right: In
the convex combination algorithms the weight vector is contained in a scaled
version of the convex hull of the data, i.e. a hyperellipsoid of identical shape
but di erent size.

k at hand. This is exactly the property one has to
take advantage of to derive good bounds. In particular, we may construct an
operator A mapping the unit ball in `2 to E, i.e.

E depends on the kernel

X


/

(X)
T

E uj

j
j j j j

A?1
/ U`
2
j j j j
A
j
j
j j

(23)

In particular, the operator A will be useful for computing the entropy numbers
of concatenations of operators. One thus seeks an operator A : `2 ! `2 such
that
A(U`2 )  E:
(24)
This can be ensured by constructing A such that

A: (xj )j 7! (RA  aj  xj )j
(25)
p
with RA := Ck k( jj j=aj )j k`2 where Ck is a bound on ji (x) for all i; x. Moreover note that the absolute convex combination, i.e. co((C ) [ ?(C ))  E
as E is convex, and the weight vectorPw is contained in a scaled version of the
hyperellipsoid, i.e. w 2 E with  = `i=1 j i j by construction.

Hence the situation (see Fig. 1) is quite similar to the SV case [13]. The
mapped data is contained inside some hyperellipsoid. The weight vector w,
however, is constrained to a ball in the SV case and to a hyperellipsoid of
the same shape as the original data in the LP case. This means that while
in SV machines capacity is allocated equally in all directions, in the convex
combination algorithms much capacity is allocated in those directions where
the data is spread out a lot and little capacity where there is little spread.
Before doing the exact calculations one has to de ne an appropriate sampling
operator SX m . Be (X m ) := f(x1 ); : : : ; (xm )g  E. Then S(X m ) can be
de ned as follows:
S(X m ) : U`2 ! `m1
(26)
S(X m ) : w 7! (hw; (x1 )i; : : : ; hw; (xm )i)
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The present considerations lead to the following theorem for Linear Programming capacity control in analogy to the results in [13].

Theorem 7 (Bounds for Linear Programming Machines) Let k be a symmetric bounded kernel, let  be induced via (21) and let T := S(X m )  where
S(X m ) is given by (26) and  2 R+ . Let A be de ned by (25). Then the entropy numbers of T (and hence the entropy numbers of F1) satisfy the following
inequalities:




n (T )  ckAk2  log?1=2 n log?1=2 1 + logmn
n (T )  6n (A2 )


nt (T )  6c log?1=2 n log?1=2 1 + logmn t(A2 )

(27)
(28)
(29)

where c  5:3771 for the case of Hilbert spaces in proposition 3. For a proof see
[12].

This result (and also its proof) is quite similar to that in [13], just that the
weight vector is constrained to a di erent set, thus the double appearance of
the operator A.
Proof Equation (30) indicates line of reasoning which shall be followed in
bounding n(T : `2 ! `m1).
T

U `2



U`2

A
/

/ m
: 1
tt t O
tt t
S(X m )t t t t t
SA?1 (X m )
tt
tt
tt t
t t
t t
A
/ 2 `
`2
2

`

E = AU

(30)

AU

In order to bound `m1 entropy numbers of the hypothesis class evaluated on an
m{sample test set X m , one has to bound n(S(X m )( co((C ) [ ?(C )))).
Thus the diagram yields
SX m ( co((C ) [ ?(C )))  SX m (E)
(31)
= SX m (AU`2 )
= SA?1 X m (AAU`2 ):
where for the last step the equality SX m Ax = SA?1 X m x was used, which holds
due to the representation of f as a linear functional in some feature space.
Using (31) and proposition 4 one obtains

n (S(X m )  co((C ) [ ?(C )))  n (T )
 n(SA?1 (X m )A2 )
 n ;n 2inf
n (S ?1 m )n2 (A2 ):
N;n n n 1 A X
1 2

1 2

(32)
Combining the factorization properties obtained above with proposition 4 yields
the desired results: by construction, due to the Cauchy{Schwartz inequality
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kSA?1 (X m )k = 1. Since SA?1(X m ) is an operator mapping from a Hilbert

space `2 into an m{dimensional Banach space `m1 one can use Maurey's theorem
(see proposition 3 in the special case of p = 2).
This allows one to leverage the results from [13], obtained on the properties
of E and consequently also A, for speci c kernels. In particular one gets the
following two propositions which follow immediately from their counterparts for
the case of SV regularization.

Proposition 8 (Polynomial Decay) Let k be a symmetric kernel with eigenvalues satisfying jj j = 2 i?( +1=2) for some > 0. Then


n (A2 : `2 ! `2) = O (ln n)?

+O(ln?2 ln n)



= O(ln? n):

(33)

This result can be seen as follows. As A is a diagonal scaling operator, the
scaling factors of A2 are simply those of A squared, i.e. decaying twice as fast.
Comparing the result with its SV counterpart in [13] shows that the condition
on the eigenvalues was changed from i?( =2+1) into i?( +1=2) . The conclusions
and the method of proving this, however, remain unchanged. A similar result
can be stated for exponentially decaying eigenvalues of k.

Proposition 9 (Polynomial Exponential Decay in Rd ) For translation invariant kernels k(x; xp0 ) = k(x ? x0 ) in Rd  Rd with Fourier transform satisfying
jF [k](!)j  2 e? k!k with ; ; p > 0 and corresponding operator A one has
p
(34)
ln ?n 1 (A2 : `2 ! `2 ) = O(ln p+d n)
Analogous results hold for the other propositions obtained in the previous chapter. Note that whereas in the rst case an improvement of the rates in n was
achievable, in the latter case no such thing happened | this is due to the fact
that in the latter case one is dealing with bounds on the rate of ln n instead of
n. It is worth while noticing that the constants, however, do change and thus
make the overall bounds behave signi cantly better than before.
It might look like as if, due to the considerations above, linear programming
machines should be preferred to Support Vector regularization machines. This
need not necessarily be the case | the rate bounds only tell how \well-behaved"
a certain class of models is, not how small the empirical error for a comparable
bound of the generalization error might be.
What is happening is that the capacity is distributed di erently among the
class of kernel expandable functions, i.e. a di erent structure F is chosen. More
emphasis is put on the rst eigenfunctions of the kernel. If one has experimental
evidence that this might be useful (say, e.g. from compression experiments [9]),
one should consider using such a regularizer.
Examples of such kernels are Gaussian RBF{kernels k(x; x0 ) = exp(?kx ?
0
2
x k ) (p = 2), or the \damped harmonic oscillator" kernel k(x; x0 ) = 1=(1+ kx ?
x0k) (p  1). As we are dealing with n(A2 ) we are able to get better bounds
(in terms of learning rates) than in the SV case where we have to bound n (A).
Finally one has to combine proposition 9 and (3) to obtain the overall rates.
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Unlike in the previous case, however, the rate given by the speci c properties
of the kernel is much faster than the one obtained from the Maurey{Carl result
and thus determines the overall learning rate.

6 Discussion
Due to space constraints, it is impossible to explain these results (including
constants) in more detail here. In particular we have limited ourselves in this
exposition to outlining how the learning rates could be computed. For a successful learning algorithm, however, good estimates of the constants (and not
only the rates) are crucial. We refer the reader to [13] for calculation of the
latter and algorithms to obtain even tighter bounds, by evaluating numerically
what had been simply majorized in the proofs. It is worthwhile noticing that
by using suitable kernels (e.g. Gaussian RBF) exponentially better rates (Prop.
9) than those for arbitrary kernels (Prop. 6) can be obtained | observe the ln
in (34).
As a consequence we showed that linear programming machines in fact do
carry out a reasonable way of regularization, yet quite di erent from the regularization of SV machines, and that by taking advantage of the speci c properties
of kernels good bounds can be obtained. Note that this is no statement that
those machines perform better or worse than SV machines, just that the \size"
of the classes di ers and thus so do the generalization error bounds obtained
via uniform convergence theorems.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the ARC and the DFG
(# Ja 379/71).
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